
                                      
 

Q U I Z    T R A I L 
 

This trail starts by the greenhouse, look out for the marker post 

with a red A on it. Follow the arrow at the bottom of the letter 

to find your way the next letter on the trail. 
 

The trail takes about 1 hour. 
 

A This trunk laid on the ground was alive 310 million years ago. 

Its that old it has turned in to a ………..? 
 

 
 

B What sort of fruits (plural!) do you get from a Prunus avium? 
 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

 

C Who cuts the grass in our North American Arboretum? 
 

15 16 17 18 19 

 

D Bees give us Honey, Wax and something called Royal…. ? 
 

20 21 22 23 24 

 

E Which animal would this tree confuse? 

25 26 27 28 29 30 

 

F This one might stump you ! What is starting to “eat” this tree? 

31 32 33 34 35 36 

 

G What happens to bamboo plants after they flower ? 

    they…  

 
 

Please Turn Over… 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

37 38 39 



さ 

く 

ら 

H Maths time ! Add up all the even numbers on the right 

hand column and divide the answer by 2.  

 

 
 

I Missing word ! (- it means cherry blossom) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

J This shelter has a special name, its somewhere to sit and 

gaze from, it is called a………? 
 

 

 

K This tall sculpture was given to the garden by the 

Maharajah of Baroda from India. It’s all about what all living 

things need to survive, what is that? 

 

 

L These trees were once thought to be as extinct as the 

dinosaurs, in which mountain village in China did they 

discover one still alive ! 

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
 
 

 

Nearly finished, now see if you can crack the code ! 

From post L find the small brick built shelter overlooking the ponds.    

Look for a special number code in the roof. 
Faintly write the numbers from the code into the grid below. Then write the 

letter from the matching number in your answers and see what it spells out…….   

     

 

   
Now you have the name of the free seeds you have won ! 

You can collect you envelope of seeds in the foyer as you go in the visitor centre. 

40 41 42 43 44 

  45 46 47 48 49 50   

F R I E N D S H I P 

  
G A R D E N 

  

51 52 53 54 55 56 

57 58 59 60 61 

         


